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New wording for Amazon, for Fall Prevention: Stay On Your Own Two Foot! second edition
Falls and concern with falling are a major challenge to living independently. tells you how to
identify and reduce your fall risk factors. Fall Prevention: Stay On Your Own Two Foot! Topics
covered consist of; Easy to follow illustrations, basic lists, and proactive workout suggestions
make this quide a one quit shop for elders and caregivers. fear of falling, posture, balance,
strength, exercise, vision, medications, footwear,clothing, doctor relationship, household pets.
Second edition contains updated references, resources and checklists.
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Not a textbook, information on a problem Basic and to the point. Listing how to make your
environment safe , ramifications of prescription and over-the-counter medications and
covering topics after topics to truly get you alert to your surroundings. Two Stars VERY
LIMITED ON BALANCE - MY PROBLEM. I'll use the publication to help teach my support group
on how to avoid falls. Okay, good price 10 Years ago, I fractured my right ankle and my
balance remains a bit off.. This book helps with exercises to raised my balance. I like it. I
thought I knew everything, but still learned a few more good things. Informative, engaging,
and downright useful This book happens to be a winner. Migraines also contribute to a lack of
balance at times..Also retrain my self. EXCELENT BOOK FALL PREVENTION was an excellent
reserve. It reminded me of all the routines I did with my PHYSACAL THEROPSTS through the
years. I have MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS and I am 61 therefore i fall a lot. Readable. Just received
my book and hope it can help us create a safe and sound home environment as we approach
our 70's. jos views learning how never to fall Five Stars We reread a section every day Just
received my reserve and hope it will help us . Having spent a lot of time operating with a
mature population, I'm always searching for a manual that clients will in actuality enjoy
reading on their own. However, the group of Davies and Scully seem to create with the reader
in mind--there are adorable illustrations, you can navigate, and the reader actually learns a lot
of basic exercises and methods. Oftentimes, coverage of the material is dried out at greatest,
which is unfortunate, because it is this important topic. I would certainly recommend it as
essential read for anyone who has ever sensed worried for theirs--or a adored ones--balance,
etc.
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